
ACCESSIBILITY PLAN (Physical): Leybourne Chase Primary School 2018

Current Disabled Access Recommended improvements Proposed timeline

A1 Disabled parking

A1i Disabled parking spaces sited as close to the 

main entrance as possible.  

A1ii There are no steps between the disabled 

parking spaces and the entrance.  

A2 Doorways in corridors

A2i There are sets of double doors giving access 

to the hall and other areas of the 

school.Corridors are minimal and very wide 

Some magnetic retainers release doors when 

the fire alarm is sounded.  ?
A2ii Doors are wide enough to allow access for 

wheelchairs.

A3 Sound field systems and hearing loops

A3i There are no sound field systems in 

classrooms.

Consider installing soundfield systems in 

classrooms where hearing-impaired 

students are taught, as such students 

have found them useful in the past. 
A3ii There are no hearing loop systems in 

reception or assembly areas.

The installation of hearing loop systems in 

all assembly areas would be beneficial.

A4 Showers

A4i There are no showers in the school. showers could be considered in the future

A5 Fire alarm

A5i There is no visual component to the fire alarm 

in many areas of the school.

Consider providing a visual component to 

the fire alarm, to help anyone who is 

hearing-impaired.

A6 Sporting areas and communal external areas

A6i Access by wheelchair is possible to the main 

sporting area from the main  entrance, and  

car park by following the path down a shallow 

incline from near reception.

A7 Main entrance, Hall/canteen 

A7i The main entrance, canteen and hall are 

easily accessible from the disabled car parking 

area, through automated entrance doors at 

reception or through external doors from 

restricted parking area to front    

A8 Main Building ground level
A8i The ground floor is accessible to wheelchair 

users from the main entrance.Through the hall 

to access disabled toilet, staff kitchen, lift and 

classrooms.

A9 First Floor



A9i Is reached by use of the lift. 

A9ii There is a disabled toilet, and an open plan 

resourse centre,classrooms and a staff kitchen


